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Media coverage and mass protests could have long-term effects
on law enforcement recruitment, retention, and preparedness
By Dr. Grant McDougall
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n a recent ride-along, I sat with a deputy in his patrol car,
“doored-up” alongside another deputy. They talked while
waiting for the next call from dispatch. In the past, these
deputies would likely have been patrolling assigned zones
and practicing proactive policing. However, in the weeks following
the deaths of George Floyd in Minneapolis and Rayshard Brooks in
Atlanta, many law enforcement officers had changed the way they do
their jobs.
That change may have less to do with the policy changes and
police “reforms” that occurred following the deaths of Floyd and
Brooks, and more to do with the fear and vulnerability that many
law enforcement officers feel as a result of the widespread backlash and protests that ensued. The dismissals and criminal charges
brought against the LEOs involved—and perhaps more significantly, the public reaction—has had a ripple effect on LEOs far from the
center of the controversy.
This article is not defending the actions of LEOs who violate policies or commit criminal acts. It instead focuses on the thousands of
LEOs who serve honorably in their communities every day, and the
psychological impact that the media coverage and public opinion and
protests are having upon them.

The Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) held a national
conference in 2018 that focused in part on the workforce crisis in law
enforcement. Fewer people are applying for law enforcement positions, and more officers are leaving their jobs after only a few years.
Given the current social, political, and cultural climates, this problem
is probably going to get worse.
In 2014, an officer-involved shooting in Ferguson, Missouri, resulted in the death of African American teenager Michael Brown; the
incident brought a national focus on law enforcement’s use of force
on minorities. Borne out of that incident was the “Ferguson Effect,” a
theory that says LEOs become less proactive in policing out of a fear
their actions will be second-guessed or punished by their superiors
and/or the public.
The Pew Research Center conducted a study in 2017 and found
that almost three-quarters of officers surveyed (72%) said they were
less willing to stop and question individuals who seem suspicious or
to use force when it is appropriate to do so after the Ferguson incident. Such data leads one to consider the likelihood of a “Minneapolis
Effect” taking place in the ensuing months and years. And while such
a development is concerning, it may be only one component in the
overall fallout from recent events.

STILL SHORT-STAFFED

COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT

While speaking recently at a national law enforcement conference,
I asked audience members to raise their hands if their agency was
fully staffed with patrol officers. In a large crowd that represented
agencies from across the country, only two or three hands went up.
More attendees responded with laughs or eye rolls. I then asked how
many agencies had lowered their hiring standards in an effort to fill
vacancies. The number of hands raised was alarming.
Recruitment and retention problems within law enforcement is not
a new phenomenon. But political, media, and public reactions to the
Floyd and Brooks incidents will almost certainly exacerbate the problem. Individuals and organizations who advocate the defunding or
disbanding of law enforcement agencies may, in an indirect way, get
what they want with fewer LEOs on patrol and smaller police forces.

Most of us are able to remember a time in our youth when one person
got in trouble and the whole class or team was punished as a result.
Collective punishment is not a new phenomenon. But the extent to
which law enforcement agencies are criticized, judged, and condemned based upon the actions of a select few is likely unparalleled.
Consider how mistakes and bad behavior affect some other professions. In March 2015, a co-pilot flying a Germanwings passenger
flight deliberately initiated a controlled descent that continued until
the aircraft crashed into a mountain. All 144 passengers and six crew
members died. The co-pilot had been treated for suicidal ideation
previously and was declared unfit to work by his doctor.
In 2019, in less than one week, authorities arrested three
pilots from two different commercial airlines under suspicion of
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intoxication just before they took the controls. Changes were made
in the airline industry as a result of the incidents, but there was no
mass outcry that the airlines be shut down. Everyone kept flying
with the general understanding that the vast majority of pilots are
competent and trustworthy.
Another example? Most of us visit doctors for routine and emergency medical care. In 2016, Johns Hopkins Medicine published a
study that found medical mistakes to be the third leading cause of
death in the U.S., with more than 250,000 deaths per year. Yet, we
still go to doctors. Most people understand that the vast majority of
medical providers are competent and trustworthy.
I could go on with examples that extend to dentists, bankers,
lawyers, financial advisors, and priests. The point is that the collective
punishment law enforcement agencies feel is not typically an aspect
of other professions.

HOW STORIES ARE TOLD
Raw data may be objective, but how it is interpreted and used is
almost always subjective. The use and interpretation of data varies
widely; sometimes, the same data can be presented in a way that
supports completely opposing positions.

For example, a website that purports to map police violence,
mappingpoliceviolence.org, says that 99% of killings by LEOs
between 2013 and 2019 did not result in officers being charged
with a crime. The website might lead readers to assume that many
LEOs are getting away with murder, but if that data is accurate,
one could also claim that the reason only 1% of LEOs are charged
with a crime is they are acting within agency policies and within
the law.
Context matters. The general public, including the media and lawmakers, often only see a single component of an incident and draw
conclusions based upon a non-comprehensive understanding of the
situation. There are many reports of LEOs killing unarmed individuals, for example. But if you delve further into the story, you might
find that a person is coded as unarmed if they were holding a toy or
nonlethal weapon such as a pellet gun.
Consider the following hypothetical situation: You have been
dispatched to a call regarding an individual who called 911 and said
he was suicidal and armed. You encounter and engage the individual,
who is holding what appears to be—but isn’t—a real firearm. You instruct him to drop his weapon repeatedly. He never explains that the
weapon is fake. After several minutes of negotiation, the individual
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raises the gun toward you. You shoot and kill the “unarmed” suspect.
The outcome is tragic, but not criminal.

INSIDE THE MIND
After an officer-involved shooting, most agencies require the
officer to participate in a critical incident debriefing, often with
a licensed mental health professional. During a debriefing, the
officer may discuss what he or she was thinking and feeling before,
during, and after the incident. There has been a disturbing shift in
the content of those reports in the past decade, and that shift may
get worse.
Historically, LEOs reported thoughts occurring during use of force
incidents that were more logical and tactical in nature. Are there less
lethal options? What is my field of fire? Who/what is downrange?
Do the subject’s actions present a lethal threat? More recently, LEOs
reported thoughts during the incident such as: Will I get fired? Will
I be wrongly prosecuted? What will this incident “look” like? These
thoughts are dangerous to have during an incident, but many LEOs
have them long before any trigger is pulled.
It should be noted that in my experience, perhaps the most
common thought reported by LEOs before and during a shooting is:
“Please don’t make me do this.”

EXPANDED RESPONSIBILITIES
In my early years working with law enforcement professionals, I
learned a surprising thing on ride-alongs: The vast majority of calls
LEOs respond to are oriented around social services or mental
health issues. As Terrence Cunningham, former president of the
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) once said, “It’s
90% social services and 10% law enforcement.”
Today’s LEOs aren’t just asked to fight crime; they are also tasked
with managing homelessness, mental health care, and substance abuse
and addiction. Most LEOs don’t pursue a career in law enforcement
so that they can be mental health counselors or clinical social workers,
but much of their time is spent in such roles.
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Serious proposals to “defund” law enforcement agencies seek to
return them to their traditional core function—law enforcement and
public safety. “Defunding” would take some of the money paid to
law enforcement to perform duties outside public safety and give it
to other agencies, which would then take on responsibilities such as
social and mental health services.
LEOs can’t be expected to become experts in the areas of mental illness, marriage counseling, familial conflict, drug addiction, or
suicide prevention. But we can only consider defunding if we also
want to take some of responsibilities away from law enforcement and
give them to social service and mental health agencies. If we continue
to give LEOs such a complex set of responsibilities, we will need to
consider more training and funding.

THE COMING CRISIS
It is difficult to estimate how recent events will impact the recruitment and retention of LEOs, but there is certainly cause for concern.
If agencies are indiscriminately defunded or qualified immunity
is revoked, or if LEOs are wrongfully terminated, prosecuted, and
convicted, we will likely face an unprecedented workforce crisis in law
enforcement. So what can be done?
There are no simple solutions, but there are strategies that can
improve officer morale, resilience, and longevity. Many LEOs say that
more than anything, they want the support of their command staff.
“When something bad goes down, will my agency have my back?”
one officer asked.
This is not to say that a sheriff, police chief, or other leader should
support an officer’s actions if he or she violates policy, abuses his or
her power and authority, or breaks the law. But now more than ever,
LEOs and agencies are concerned about the “optics”—how an incident might look or how it is portrayed in the media.
Law enforcement leaders need to be crystal-clear about their
expectations and their parameters of support. Command staff should
address specific concerns, discussing the what-if scenarios LEOs may
encounter. Leadership should reassure officers that if their actions are

correct and within policy, their agency’s support will be unwavering.
Doing so during roll call, inner-agency meetings, and in public can
have an immeasurable positive impact.

STRATEGIES FOR FRONT-LINE LEOS
Media is a powerful and pervasive part of our society. The average
American looks at their cell phone more than almost 100 times a day,
and much of it is social media. LEOs are no exception, so control
what you can control.
Limiting exposure to negative and toxic media messages can help
LEOs cope in difficult times. It can be helpful to think of one’s
emotions like money: You wouldn’t want to continuously pour money
into investments that have limited or negative returns, so why would
you put so much emotional investment in social media? What is the
impact on your mental health?”
Now more than ever, LEOs must invest in their off-duty selves.
Being in law enforcement can consume a person’s identity—it is a
hard job to turn off. But separating your psyche from that identity
during off-duty hours can be critical to survival.
Invest time and energy in roles that create balance and have a positive return on your investment to build and maintain resilience. Being
a father or mother, mentor or volunteer, fisherman or grillmaster can

help an officer disconnect from the pressures of the job. In my practice, I see a powerful correlation between the amount of media LEOs
consume, the time they invest in work-related issues while off-duty,
and their overall level of stress, anxiety, and depression.
This year has seen unprecedented challenges for LEOs and their
agencies. It is difficult to predict the long-term impact of the present
situation, but support for law enforcement has never been more needed. Agency leaders must clearly convey their support of their LEOs
internally and publicly. LEOs must cultivate and maintain a healthy
work/life balance.
One’s strength and resilience is best measured during times of adversity. While some deputies may choose to lay down their stars and
seek out a different career path or retire, those who choose to stay will
be tested during these tumultuous times. It is critical that we support
these officers through leadership, training, and recognition.
Dr. Grant McDougall operates Southeastern Counseling and Consultation in
Gainesville, Florida. He is a consultant and provider of mental health services
for numerous law enforcement and first responder agencies and organizations.
He is also a frequent keynote speaker and trainer at national and international
conferences.
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